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RADIO PROPAGATIONAT FREOU1!:NOIESIII THE STAnDARDJ!tOADCASTBAND

by Philip L. Sullivan

'nIere are four basic wa.vs by which a radio wave can
propagate, or travel, from transmitter to receiver. These are
Ulustrated in Figure 1.
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Path A is direct, line-of-sight, ?ropagation called "space wave,"
P'Ith B involves refiection of the signal from an irregularity in
the troposphere; this is called "tropo-scatter." Path 0, known
as "gro1D'\dwave" propa~ation, is a wave guided along anrl by the
earth's surface. Path D involves a signal traveling to and then
returnin~ from the ionosphere; this is referred to as "sky wave"
propagation. 'nIe first two paths are not important in the
reception of distant broadcast barid stations (the space wave is
useless beyond the horizon, and tropo-scatter is important only
at high frequencies). Therefore, we will only consider the
characteristics of the last two propagation modes.

Ground Wav!!Prouavation
'nIe wave that propagates along the surface of the earth does

so as a guided wave, guided in a wav analogous to a wave guided
thro~h a wave~uirle or along a transmission line. The waveguide
encloses the wave on all sides by good, metallic conductors,

'whereas in the case unrler consideration there is a conductor (the
earth) on only one side. The earth has a much lower conductivity;
nevertheless, many of the same ideas apoly. '

Two factors contribute to the loss in signal strenp,th during
gro1D'1dwave propa~ati.on. The first is the rlistance factor due to
dispersion of the signal as it radiates out from the antenna.
This lid:> factor enters into the si~ strength formulas no
matter what the means of propagation. The secon:! factor accounts
for the amount of signal power lost by absorption by the earth
because of the finite and variable conductivity of the earth. At
large enouf'.h distances, combining both factors, we get the
follow1n~ expression for the received energy of the ground wavel

E :Ko-
gro1D'\dwave ~

where K is a constant of proportionality involving transmitter
power,-antenna gain, etc., f is the frequency in Mhz., 0' is the
ground conductivity in m~m-units, and d is the distance in miles.
'nIis formula is an approximation of more general (and more
complicated) fonnulas, but it is adequate for the values of 0", f
and d that normally occur in the study of broadcast band propaga-
tion.

From the above equation for received signal strength, it is
apparent that better ground wave reception willbe achieved over
~ound with IIhigher con<iuctivity, or l"oking 'It it the other way
round, greatest weakening of the ground wave is over terrain ,

having lowest conductivity. Typical values of the gI't')und conduct-:
ivity in North America range from 1 to 5 mAim in dry, desert'
regions and mountainous areas; from 5 to 10 in the Great Lakes
region,' and from 10 to 20 in the areat Plains and Prairies, with
some areas in the Dakotas and just north having values up to 30.
ror seawater, the gro1D'\dconductivity is about 5000 units,
meaning that ground wave recaption over seawater is much better
than tor a correspondin~ distance over land. Qo;rgrfresh water, 0'
is not as high but is still considerably above that of average'
soil and results in verT good da.vtime rece"tion over the Great
Lakes. "

In sumnary, ground wave propagation is the primary means by
which we receive broadcast band stations at rlistances up to a few

, hundred (~ occationally 1000) mUes in the daytime.

Sky WAVePrqpafAtion
The, important mode of propagation known as "sky wave" 18 due

to the exis~ance of a region in the upper at~ospherecalled the
ionosphere. Although sky wave is the principal (and often only)
means of nropagation from a distant transmitter, it sufters frOll!
Many variations andirreRularities. To understand the mechanism
of sky wave propagation and of the disturbances that aftect it,
we must first exallline the ionosphere.
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The ionosohere consists of several layers of ionic gases
(fip,. 2), the ionization bein,., mainly produced by ultraviolet
radiation from the sun. The lowest lay~r, at a height ot 30 to
50 miles, is the D 1aver. Above this is the E layer from 60 to
Ao 1'1:\.les. The D and E layers exist o:1ly in the daytime (except
for a weak residual E layer at nip;ht). Abovethe E layer 18 a

, region known as the F la.ver. At nip'ht, this consists of a single'
,j la.ver between 150 and 200 miles u~. At broadcast band frequencies,
p the princinal effect of the D and E layers is absorption of the

" sip;nal. Since these are the lowest layers, they prevent the
signal from reaching tho hi~her layers whero refraction would
otherwise take place .Ibis is why propagation of broadcast band
signals is virtually non-existent in the daytime. The layer that
is most imoortant for 0'17' consideration is the nightime F la;yer.
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,.any rliscussions of sk., Ifave propap,ation consider the iono-
soharc to reflect the radio waves. Strictly speaking, the signals
~re r"r.ra,,~,,-d, 'lOt reflected, as shown in figure 3. A sif:tUll frOM
the trnns~itter (X) enters the ionosphere at a point A at an angle
~ IXOMthe noI'1'U11(N-NI). The erfec'. of the ionization i.s to
~'3r!1\Mt,he ~"rlex or refraction (n) within t'1e F layer to a v31ue
'.es!! to!!"n t.'1l1t of the ,atmosphere belnlf it) (nr: 1 -IhN/ft,
~Ihere ~! is the nu::hcr of electrons per cm.- and f 18 the frequency
in khz:-, nair "1)." "sinfr, Snell's 1111-"frOM optics, we find that
when a ",qve .,n~,erl'l a re~nn '\-lith a lower!! it is bent away frail
the normal. S'nce n continues to rlecrease with increasing heiGht
the lICtaal oat" of the si/'TIal is t,'le cUrve 'CABeRin figure 3.
For ,"ost 0'tr1"o(,3e11,t'1ou",'h, the oroblem can be treated by pretcnd-
in!" t'1c st,.'1:1..1.i::: sharr>l:r !'Aflecter! rr~ poi"t D. The height, h',
of 1 is cal.l'3d the "virtual hei"ht" of t,he ionos!)oore. For the
ni"I1';t1.:'n F lr'!cr, h' i3 essentially constant at 190 Miles.
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Besides refraction, the other way in ,which the ionized gases

of the ionosPhere affect a radio sigJ1al is bV absorption. As

previously mentioned, this is the principal effect of the D and

especially the E layers (in fact knowledge of when the sun's r,vs

will strike the E layer over a certain location,enables one to

, predict the fade out. time of a sky wave sighal) but it does occur
to 80111e extent in the F layer. Using a simplified model we find

that the attenuaticn per unit length is proportional to

R(/(t. + h 1ft) where N is again the electron density and ( is, the

collision frequency of the ions. Thus a higher frequency will

have a lower attenuation. Unfortunately for the broadcast band

however, the earth has a ~netic field. Solving the equations

of motion of an electron in a magnetic field we find that this

motion has a resonant frequency fo given by fo = Boe/211111' where

Bo is the earth's Mgnetic field and! anr(!!! are the charge and
Illa8S of the electron. Evaluattng tlrl,s expression gives fo' often
called the "gyrofrequency," a value between 1400 and 1500 khz"
right in the top of the broadcast band. A signal at or near fo
Will have a larger portion of its energy absorbed by this resonant

8ystem and thusan attenuation higherthan would otherwise result
occursin the higherpartof the broadcast band. This attenuation
is in addition to that nonnally expected when the magnetic field
isnotconsidered. ' ,

Variations and irregularities in sky wave propagation are
linked to changes in the -ionosphere. These can be grouped into
four classes: (1) daily, (2),seasonal,(3) those folloWingthe
sunspotcycle,and (h) irregular. ' '

, The daily changes have already been riiscussed as the appear-
ance of the D and E layers in the <1aytime. Throl1/!hout the yenr .
the most important seasonal effect on broadcast propagation is the
change in the value of the electron density (N) in the F layer.
In the sUl1lner, the value of N in the F layer is higher than in the
winter - since att.enuation is proportional to' N (see above), sky
waves propagate better in the winter than in the summer. Years

of sunspot maxil!18also result in higher N and hence sky wave
propagation is worse in such years than in years of minima. Sun-

~ts come in 11 year cYcles, the last maximumbeing 1968 and the
last minimum1971.-75. In addition to deterioration of propagation
conditions during the sllJmnerand in years of S\D1spot max:ima~the
level of the atmospheric noise is generally higher at these times

too ani this f'urther degrades reception. "~
megular changes in the ionosphere areby their very nature .' ", 'I

unpredictable. They do, however, have considerable effect on sky
wave propagati.on. At broadcast band frequencies, .,he most
illlpOl'tant of these disturbances are the ionospheric storms. l1uch
like ordinarystormsat loweraltitudes, these storms are periods
of turbulence in the ionosphere when the,normal, separate,

relatively calm layers cease to be di~t1nct and the ionosphere
becomes a jumbled mass of ionized gas'in rapi.d and random motion.
Such a trubulent sYsteMis \D18ble ,to properly refract a radio
wave and instead scatters and abll6rbs it. Propagation along any
path passing through a region"Pf ionospheric storm activity will Similareffects can occur at' greater distances due to the
be virtually eliminated. " Presence of "multi-hop" sky wave propagation (fig. h). Path 1

While the time at which an ionospheric storm will occur is 'is the normal one-hop sky wave that has already been discussed.
random, some idea can be obtained as to the tires most likely. Path 2 is an example of two-hop propagation. refraction from the
The cause of the ionopsheric storm is the arrival in the iono- ionosphere, ,reflection fromthe ground 'at point A, and another
sphere of highlyenergized particles emitted by the sun. The trip to the ionosphere and back, finally arriving at, the receiver.
emission of these particles is associatedwithsolarflares- 'Again the same signal arrives by two different paths, possibly
large cloude of hot glowing gas, orten millions ofmileslong- r~sultingin somecancellatton of the signal. While not shown,
that erupt from the surface of the sun. These flares are the I' other Dosslble paths of three or morehops also exist, and
result of increased solar activity and are mostprevalentnear scattering of wavesas they ness throul!h lower ionospheric lqers
and slightly after the time of the sunspot maxima. Since the causes snreadinp; of the idealized paths, further complicating the
light from the flare reaches theearthsometi.Jne before the problem. Tn general, the signal arriving by the fewest number of
particles do, sightinlt of a flare by an observatory is an indi- hops will be strongest. The largest distance that can be covered
cation of probable ionospheric storm activity in the immediate by a single hop is about 2000 miles.' Beyond thisdistance, the
future. These particles enter the ionosphere mainlyin the two-hopsi!(llalpredominateswith the three-hop being the chief
regions above the magnetic poles, so the magnetic polar regions component of interference. Beyond hooomiles the two-hop dis-
are the areas in whichionospheric storms are centered. For meers appears and the three-hop is dominant, and so on. For IIIIIlti-hop
in North America, an ionospheric disturbance will black out pr~D8gation, the ground conductivity at a ,,-oint of reflection is
signals arriving from the north, including those from 'central Asia important in much the llama way that it is for ground wave prop-
which IIIIUItcorne over the pole (when they do corne).Thisclears agation. For example, TAand TPpaths areoften good forrecep-
many frequencies for reception from Central and South America. ' tion over long distances, but long cross-country reception is more
The corresponding effect in the southern hemisphere makes it difficult. The presence of several simultaneous modes of prop-
8lmost impossible to hear South African stations from New Zealand. agation and the deviation from ideality of the received signals
Beddes disrupting normal propagation, these storms also cause the makes day to day recention on the BGB quite variable and difficult
gas in the upper atmosphere to glOW) this glow is the "Aurora ,to prediot accurately, but hopefu1ly the above, discussion will

, bore81is" (or australis) andforthis reason oropagationcondi- have given youanidea of the general physical phenomenathat.
tiOll8 resulting from ionospheric stonne are oftencalled"auroral control BOB propagation.; ". i" ! ,,' "
oonditions." Once started, such a 'condition may: last 2 or 3 days. I' '".' '" : . ,\
' In IlUlllllaryI sky wave propagation involves the ,return of a ,,'I ," p I' : ,', I " I' ,~: i'
signal to the earth fromthe ionosphere. It is the, method by I', f I,;, ,.. ' , !
whioh broadcast band signals travel over large distances,(from a \, ,.' I,:" 'I' ( '
few hundred to several thousand miles),but,becauseof many "

ohantles in the ionosphere, the oharaO,ter:l,stics of this meansof
propagationare constantly changing. Of great importance is the,
existence in the daytime of the absorbing, D and E layers,' allowing
sk,y wave propagation oiuy when the path fromtransmitterto re-
ceiver is mostly or entirely dark. Summers ani years of sunspot
IIIJdIla are the worst times for this type o~ propagation, ,whereas
winters and S\.Dl8potminimaare best.. '

ProD" ti nn bv SAVAr,,-l IlodAS'
So far, we have discussed ground wave and sky wave propaga-

, tion as if only one of these modes was present at a given time.
For daytimereceptionthis is true I ground wave alone ispresent.
At nbht, ,1ust because the sky wave becOllles ponible and greatly
dominates over ground wave, this doesnotmean that the ground
wave diliapf)8ars or is weaker - it isessentially constant through-
out the day and night. ' .

The presence of two possible paths for a signal to travel to

a given receiver ioDation might merely result in a greater signal

strengthreceived,but thisisn't8lwaystrue. The difference in
the lengths of these pathe results in a differencein phase
between the two arriving signals. The phase of the gro\D1dwave is
essentially constant so any- change in the path differences win
comefromthe sky wave variations. A phase shitt of CO, 3600,
'7200, etc. (corresponding to a path length difference ot 0, 1
wavelength (;I.), 2>" etc.)resultsin the addition of the two
signals: while a phaseshiftof 1800, ShOO, 9000, etc.(apath
length difference of ,>., 1!A, 2,~ eto.) results in the subtract-
ion of the two signals. Thus, a change of ,~ (from 300 to 900
feet for the BGB)in the path length difference can result in
signal strength variat1.ons equal to twice thestrength of the
weaker of the two colIIDonents. This variation in path length is so
small that it occurs very readily due to nonna! fluctuations in
the ionosnhere, resulting in "fluttering" in the signal fromman,y
semi-looal stations (out to perhaps200 mile.) at night, since for
these stations the sky,and ground wavesareof comparable
strength. '
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